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Machine Translation
Machine translation, or MT, uses software to translate
text or speech from one language to another. MT
uses a machine translation engine to perform simple
substitution of words in one language for words in
another, but that alone doesn’t usually produce the
highest quality translation of a text. For more accurate
translation, recognition of whole phrases and their
closest counterparts in the target language is needed.

Pros & Cons
Sometimes the general meaning of the text is all you
need. In those cases, MT provides an acceptable level
translation. MT is a good option if you’re on a tight
budget, looking for immediate translation, and are okay
with less than perfect quality. Use MT to translate less
important types of content like tweets, blog comments,
blog posts, forums, or message boards.

Pros

Cons

• It’s the fastest way to translate your content
into a new language.

• 60 - 80% accuracy rate

• It’s less expensive.
• You can add Post Edit MT (PEMT) and use
translation memories to improve the quality of
machine translation.

• Some content translates better with MT than
others, i.e., different languages work better with
different MT engines. Some MT engines perform
better with different subjects.

• The Lingotek - Inside Connector integrates MT
with our cloud-based TMS.
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MT Options
Lingotek is not a MT provider, but our platform
integrates with several popular MT providers, so
you can see your translated content immediately.
If you have an MT provider that has an exposed
API, Lingotek should be able to integrate with it.
Some engines specialize in a special language group,
others specialize by content type. Use the table
below to find the machine translation engine that
is best for your type of content.

Use for

MT Engine

Languages Supported

中文

Asian Languages

Omniscien/Asia Online

540 language pairs

B2B

Business to Business content,
Retrain MT Engine

Microsoft

50+ languages

B2C

Business to Consumer content

Google*

103 languages

Middle Eastern Languages

AppTek Omnifluent

30 languages

Custom MT Engine

SDL BeGlobal, Various

100 global language pairs

Professional

Translation
Management

Community

Language
Services

Machine

Inside Your
Application

*Google’s neural translation claims a 5-fold increase in translation accuracy. Read more.
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Lingotek’s Content Value Index

Use the Content Value Index to decide which type of translation is best for your content,
time constraints, budget, and the level of quality needed.
Not all content is created equal. That’s why Lingotek
created a Content Value Index that lets you match
your content translation needs with the right type of
translation and review. MT offers good translation,
community translation is better, and translation
done by certified professional linguists is the best.
Lingotek’s Content Value Index can help you
determine if your content requires good, better,
or best translation quality.

Machine Translation

Translating with community users provides colloquial
and subject matter accuracy for lower cost and
reasonable speed. Community translation is less
expensive, but may not provide the level of quality
offered by professional translators. Use Community
Translation for knowledge base articles, video subtitles,
simple web pages, podcast transcripts, Wiki entries,
and online newspapers.

Professional Translation

Sometimes the general meaning of a text is all you
need from your translation. Machine translation in
addition to translation memories (TM) provides the
perfect combination of rapid, trusted and cost effective
translations when getting the gist across is sufficient.
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Professional translation offers the highest quality and
includes additional levels of review to ensure accuracy.
Use Professional Translation for very important content
like press releases, brochures, and white papers.
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